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YANQ acknowledges support from:
Individual and organisational member as well as other NGO’s that have assisted us financially and
supported our work in so many ways. YANQ would also like to thank networks and communities
that invited, hosted or worked with YANQ in various capacity during the past twelve months.
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Acknowledgement of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
We believe that the primary culture of
Australia is Aboriginal. We recognise that
Aboriginal, Torres Strait Islander and South
Sea Islander peoples are 3 separate cultures.
We recognise Aboriginal people as the
permanent custodians of mainland Australia,
including those areas of land whose owners
have been wiped out as a result of racist
policies and acts. We use the term
custodianship in the context of protection
and care for the land.
YANQ is committed to respecting Murri communities and individuals. We seek to understand their
responses to policies and issues affecting them. We are committed to learning about their
understandings of the impact of decisions on them. YANQ apologises for the past and present
social mistreatment of Murri and Islander people created by colonisation, and is committed to
supporting the healing process.
A Summary of YANQ's Values
At YANQ, we believe that everyone is unique. At the same time, human beings share a lot in
common, and are essentially social. We envisage a society where everyone lives in harmony. For
this to happen, society must both value every individual and seek the best outcome for the
community as a whole. There is the same diversity amongst young people as the rest of the
community; like everyone else, young people need to feel respected and valued. When young
women and young men are treated as important, the rest of society will gain from their insights
and experiences.
We aim to contribute to developing a society that genuinely includes all its members. That's why
we are committed to promoting multiculturalism (in its widest sense), and supporting and
respecting the wide range of cultures that are part of Australian society. Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people always have been, and always will be, the first people of this land. Because
of their special relationship with the land, indigenous culture will always have a particular
significance in Australian society. Focussing on reconciliation with indigenous people is an
important starting point toward creating a more inclusive society. It also provides a model for
other areas of action, including strategies toward improving the situation of young people.
We believe that the most effective way to achieve constructive social change is for people to work
together. Economic, social and political change is happening all the time, and it is critical that we
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constantly assess and reassess our strategies if we are to influence change. Both the process and
outcomes of change must be fair if sustained, constructive social change is to occur.
We believe that everybody is entitled to have their basic emotional and material rights met. The
central role of governments is to ensure that this occurs. Unfortunately, at the moment,
governments in Australia focus on supporting global economic interests. Whilst we believe that
everyone is fundamentally equal, some sections of our society do not have access to their fair
share of society's resources. This includes young people, whose basic human rights are currently
not being met. YANQ is committed to encouraging positive discrimination on behalf of those
groups which miss out in society so that this type of social injustice will be overcome. It is only
when everyone's fundamental rights are fulfilled, and each has the means to fully participate, that
it will become relevant to talk about "mutual obligation" between society and its members.
We believe that a range of strategies is required to achieve constructive social change.
Governments in Australia appear committed to stopping the voice of those who challenge their
misplaced priorities. YANQ is responsible for being a strong public voice which lobbies and
advocates on behalf of those young people who particularly miss out in society and of young
people as a whole. To undertake this role effectively, it is crucial that we draw on the expertise of
those working most closely with issues affecting particular groups of young people - young women
and young men themselves, youth workers and youth organisations. That's why networking is
another important social change strategy; it enables the youth sector to participate in collective
action.
Ultimately, YANQ's credibility is maintained by practising what we preach. Our whole structure is
designed to ensure that our values and vision permeate the organisation. We are committed to
maintaining an open, flexible, accountable, consistent, inclusive, valuing approach in all our
dealings - within YANQ, and in our relations with our members and the wider community. We are
committed to applying our values in everything we say, and everything we do.

About the Youth Affairs Network of Queensland
The Youth Affairs Network of Queensland Inc. (YANQ) is the peak community youth affairs
organisation in Queensland, representing individuals and organisations from Queensland's youth
sector.
We promote the interests and well-being of young people across the state by:
•
•
•
•
•

disseminating information to members, the youth sector, and the broader community
undertaking campaigns and lobbying
making representations to government and other influential bodies
resourcing regional and issues-based networks
consulting and liaising with members and the field
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•
•
•
•
•

linking with key state and national bodies
initiating projects
hosting forums and conferences
input into policy development
enhancing the professional development of the youth sector

We advocate on behalf of young people in Queensland, especially disadvantaged young people, to
government and the community.
We promote and support cultural diversity. We encourage the development of policies and
programs that respond to the rights and needs of young people.
The YANQ Team from July 2015 to June 2016
Committee Members
Mr Jude Saldanha (President)
Mr (Kuot) Elijah Buol (Vice-President and Treasurer)
Ms Whit Church (Secretary)
Ms Matilda Alexander
Mr Alvin Hava
Mr Gavin Tyson
Ms Deb Kilroy ex officio
Mr Siyavash Doostkhah ex officio
Staff
Siyavash Doostkhah
Director

Sue McComber
Finance Officer

Consultants
Prof. Martin Mills, University of Queensland
Dr Glenda McGregory, Griffith University
Karen Mitchell (Accountant)
Suzi Quixley
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President’s report
2016-2017 has been another challenging year for YANQ and the youth sector across Queensland.
Despite receiving a small one-off funding from Department of Communities to maintain our
current level of connection to the sector and to continue seeking funding, YANQ’s resources were
exhausted dealing with the wide range of issues faced by young people and the youth sector.
Despite our funding limitations YANQ has been involved in many important projects in the past 12
months. A plethora of work in advocacy, lobbying, research and policy development has been
undertaken by YANQ. The following report outlines, briefly, YANQ’s core activities. Please contact
our Director if you would like any further information and/or clarification about any of the issues
documented in this report, or if you would like to engage with any of our ongoing work.
I would like to take this opportunity to extend a special thanks to all our members for your
ongoing support of YANQ’s work. Without its members YANQ will cease to exist. YANQ’s
membership has now exceeded 500. This is the strongest membership YANQ has ever had in its 30
years of operation. Your financial support, as well as your engagement with policy development
and collective advocacy strategies has made us a strong force that, even with minimum or no
funding, can achieve positive outcomes for young people and the youth sector.
I also would like to thank the rest of YANQ’s management committee who have supported me in
my role as the President of YANQ in the past 12 months. I would also like to thank our staff and
volunteers who are doing a great job under very difficult circumstances.
Finally, I hope that in the coming year we can continue to build on our strengths in partnership
with the sector across Queensland and build YANQ’s capacity to become a stronger voice for
young people and youth sector in Queensland.
Jude Saldanha
President
Youth Affairs Network Queensland
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Why government should reinstate YANQ’s funding and stop the
silencing of young people
In January 2013, the LNP Government ceased funding the Youth Affairs Network of Queensland
(YANQ). This has excluded young people, youth workers and youth organisations from most policy
debates on youth issues. Despite this, YANQ has continued to maintain some key functions on a
shoestring budget.
YANQ is widely engaged with the youth sector throughout Qld. Our membership includes over
500 young people, youth workers and NGO’s. We have a proud history as the lead youth sector
peak in Qld for over 30 years.
YANQ is a lean, highly networked organisation which can respond rapidly to critical issues affecting
young people, particularly marginalised young people (e.g. DFV, LGBTI, ice, child protection,
terrorism). We offer a rich source of intelligence for government on the changing experiences and
needs of young people in rural, remote and urban Queensland.
YANQ promotes the interests and wellbeing of young people in Queensland through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Information to the youth sector
Government committees and working groups
Policy advice and submissions
Campaigns and lobbying
Regional and issues-based networks
Research and consultation
Forums and conferences
Youth sector development and training.

YANQ is distinguished from many other peaks by our innovative, decentralised model – CPLAN.
Our highly regional structure enables all Queensland young people and youth workers to play an
active role in identifying youth worker needs; engaging in customised locally-relevant training;
undertaking local research and consultation; and actively contributing to state-level policy
development.
An investment in YANQ is the most cost-effective means of ensuring government access to
sophisticated, evidence-based, solution-focused, practical advice on issues affecting young people
across portfolios. Adequately resourced, YANQ could, once again, be a critical conduit of
information on all issues affecting young people throughout Queensland.
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YANQ At a Glance
Govt invests in YANQ – the Qld peak body for youth issues and the youth sector.

YANQ helps create a vibrant, genuinely state-wide, youth sector which attracts
and retains competent youth workers.
Varied groups of youth workers and young people become informed and
comfortable engaging in policy processes.

YANQ partners with
universities to
undertake research on
issues affecting young
people.

YANQ analyses available
research and conducts
consultations to provide
informed and succinct
briefings to government
stakeholders.

YANQ leads strategies
to strengthen the
capacity of the youth
sector workforce.

Government youth policies strategies and programs are better able to make
informed decisions in the interests of young people from throughout Qld.

Positive outcomes for young people
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The year at a glance
Children to no longer be locked up in adult prisons
By far the biggest news of the year for YANQ was the fruition of our longest and most difficult
campaign to remove children from adult prisons in Queensland. As you would be aware, for over
two decades YANQ agitated and campaigned in various forms to stop this absurd practice in
Queensland. Our state was the last one in Australia to stop this practice and as a result was
condemned widely by human right groups and by United Nations.
Successive governments failed to do anything about this issue, with LNP opposing the move and
with Labor governments placing the issue in the too hard basket. It is to the credit of the
Palaszczuk Labor government and in particular a number of Ministers and backbenchers that we
finally put this issue behind us.
Over the years many people tried to persuade YANQ
to give up our campaign but YANQ’s membership
continued to prioritise the issue and collectively we
did everything in our power to bring on this change.
From protesting in front of a Labor Conference on a
cold winter morning to getting the heads of churches
to join the campaign. YANQ members led the
campaign by sending post cards to the Premier,
gathering stories from young people damaged in
adult prisons and sharing these stories with media to
educate the broader public, pressuring local members
of parliament amongst other activities.
YANQ produced a campaign kit which allowed many
other Queenslanders to be informed and to join the
campaign. Australia’s slam poet champion Luka
Lesson lent his support to the campaign by producing
a video clip and many thousands of Queenslanders
signed our petitions over the years. YANQ also set up
a Facebook page which reached many people and
expanded our supporter base considerably.
But it was the horrors of Don Dale Youth prison in Northern Territory documented and broadcast
by the ABC 4 Corners program that finally disturbed the community to a point that large numbers
of people started saying ‘enough is enough’. Following from the 4 Corners program, YANQ assisted
the ABC 7.30 Report to put together a program to demonstrate the inhuman practices in the
Cleveland Youth Detention Centre. The focus on youth justice issues was the circuit breaker that
YANQ and other advocacy organisations had been waiting for and we collectively took the
opportunity to exert additional pressure on the government to prioritise the release of children
from adult prisons.
A number of individual people inside the Labor party also worked hard to convince the
parliamentary arm of Labor to take this courageous and principled stance and finally in November
of 2016 a bill was introduced to the parliament to change the legislation paving the way to
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transfer children out of adult prisons. The Labor party required the support of cross-benchers to
pass this bill and YANQ again worked hard to convince a number of cross-benchers to vote with
the government when the bill was put to a vote.
And finally, on 3rd November 2016, late into the night, the parliament passed the bill which was
greeted by loud shouts from representatives of YANQ, SistersInside and Youth Advocacy Centre
who had spent most of the day at the parliament doing last minute lobbying of cross benchers.
Soon after the passage of the legislation the government established a Stakeholder Advisory
Group to help with planning and implementing the changes necessary for the transfer of children
out of adult prisons and into the youth justice system. As a member of this advisory group, YANQ
has been working with other advocates and with the Attorney General’s office to ensure this
transfer does not result in implementation of other policies which could have negative impacts on
young people. In particular YANQ has been advocating for the government to deal with the high
number of young people who are spending time in youth detention centres whilst on Remand. We
have also been advocating for the age of criminal responsibility to be raised. The combination of
these two strategies would ensure there is no need for building any additional youth detention
centres or expanding the number of beds in existing facilities.
The campaign to get children out of adult prisons is an example of how the youth sector and its
peak body, YANQ can identify key issues and to educate the broader public and to put enough
political pressure on governments to act on these issues. We should never underestimate our
collective power and the responsibility we have to young people as their supporters and
advocates.
To all the people who helped out with this campaign in various forms over the past two decades
we extend special thanks and hope you will continue to support other campaigns that will make
Queensland a better place for us all. Now to the next part of the campaign, to raise the age of
criminal responsibility and to divert resources from youth detention centres to supporting young
people, their families and the broader community.
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State Youth Affairs Conference postponed
Unfortunately, our proposal to the Department of Community for financial assistance to stage the
conference was not successful and the amount of money approved by the Department to support
the conference was much less than what we had asked for. As YANQ has been defunded for the
past four years and had little other resources we had no choice but to postpone the State Youth
Affairs Conference until we can secure the appropriate amount of financial support to stage a
successful conference.
Research into Cooperatives
After two years of negotiations with the Department of Communities and despite assurances that
this research would be funded, the Department did not fund this highly needed research nor did
they give a clear explanation why. As youth unemployment continues to rise in Queensland, the
proposed research would have made significant contribution to how the youth sector can do
something meaningful about this problem. We continue to look elsewhere and hope that this
much-needed research can get the support it deserves and help the youth sector do something
more than referring young people to employment programs which have no real jobs placement
opportunities for young people.
Plebiscite on same sex marriage
YANQ sent a letter to all Federal MP’s/Senators just before the last Federal Election urging them to
reconsider Coalition’s proposal to hold a Plebiscite on same sex marriage. We ask all politicians to
consider the impact of a ‘No Case’ against Same Sex Marriage on young people, who are already
experiencing considerable harm due to their sexual orientation. The decision to create a public
debate by organising a plebiscite will significantly increase the stress already experienced by LGBT
young people and impact on their mental health. This of course will have a financial impact
beyond the $160 million cost of organising the plebiscite, as there will be an increase in health
costs and loss of productivity.
Decriminalisation of abortion in Queensland
As a member of the coalition ‘it’s not 1899’ YANQ has been involved in advocating for
decriminalization of abortion in Queensland. As part of this work we lodged a submission to the
State Government’s Abortion Law Reform (Women's Right to Choose) Amendment Bill 2016 and
Inquiry into laws
governing termination of
pregnancy in
Queensland. YANQ also
participated in a protest
in front of the parliament
house and was a
signatory to a number of
letters sent to the
government by the
coalition.
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UNICEF Australia
YANQ met with Alison Elliott, Senior Policy Adviser at UNICEF Australia and discussed Queensland
Youth Justice issues and the upcoming Shadow Report to United Nation in regards to Australia’s
compliance with the Convention on the Rights of the Child. YANQ is increasing its partnership with
national and international bodies in order to ensure we can harness as much support for our
campaigns as possible, and to exert the maximum amount of pressure on governments to meet
their obligation towards young people as outlined in international instruments.
Mental Health
YANQ met with Kimberly Lennon, Qld Program Coordinator for Batyr which is an organisation that
focuses on preventative education in the area of youth mental health. They have been operating
in NSW for the past few years and are now looking at rolling out their services across Queensland.
We asked them to consider putting together an educational package for youth workers as most of
their current work is targeted at young people in school settings.
Fast food labelling
YANQ was invited by Queensland Health to sit on an advisory group on menus labelling for fastfood industry. YANQ provided advice and assisted the reference group on behalf of the youth
sector.
#R4Respect Forum
YANQ attended a forum organised by Karen Struthers (previous Youth Minister) who now works at
Youth and Family Services in Logan. Karen has been mentoring a group of young people in Logan
to develop the #R4Respect program. The focus of the group is to work with other young people to
raise awareness of domestic violence and to collectively try and change the violent culture which
leads to DV. Staff from the Australian Youth Climate Coalition (AYCC) and Oaktree were also
invited to the forum to share ideas about how they mobilise young people through grassroots
action, including digital communication.
YANQ Training
YANQ met with Erica Lang, Executive Director of Vocational Education, Training and Employment
Australia (VETEA). We discussed possibilities of working together for delivery of youth work
training. There are a number of opportunities for YANQ to influence the quality of youth work
training as well as generating some income. We are exploring the viability of re-establishing
YANQ’s RTO arm or alternatively partnering with an RTO and offering quality youth work training
across Queensland.
Public Transport
YANQ had a meeting with representatives from a South-East Queensland Public Transport
Advocacy Group. They were very angry about QCOSS and how they have let people down in SEQ
by sitting on government panels that have done nothing. We talked about the impact of increased
public transport cost has on various groups of young people. We have agreed to meet again to talk
about the possibility of getting help from YANQ members across Queensland to see how young
people in regional areas are struggling with this issue.
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Chemically restrained kids in care
YANQ had a meeting with the newly appointed Public Guardian, Natalie Siegel-Brown and forged a
working relationship which paved the way for working collaboratively trying to explore how to
deal with the high number of children in care who are being medicated with psychotropic drugs.
Following this initial discussion with the Public Guardian, YANQ met with Senior public servants
and the Advisor to the Minister for Child Safety as well as a meeting with General Practice
Queensland and the Australian Medical Association. An article was printed in Courier Mail raising
concern about the medication of children in the care system.

Funding for YANQ
YANQ finally signed a contract with the Department of Communities for $100K, to be spent in
2017 and 2018 calendar years. What we have to deliver with this funding is to maintain the same
level of connection with the youth sector and continue seeking recurrent peak body funding.
YANQ has spent a considerable amount of time in the past twelve months lobbying the
government and other key stakeholders about the need for the Queensland government to
reinstate YANQ’s funding. We are cautiously optimistic that the government is considering this
matter seriously and hope that in the near future we can return to full operation and support the
sector in a much more comprehensive way.
Research into private ‘for profit’ training providers and young early school leavers
As a reference group member, YANQ participated in several teleconferences and assisted the
researchers from Brotherhood of St Lawrence/NCVER with their work in Queensland.
The research investigated an oft-criticised segment of the vocational education and training (VET)
sector in Australia — private, for-profit registered training organisations (RTOs) — with the aim of
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gaining a clearer understanding of the approaches they adopt in training 15 to 19-year-olds who
have left school early.
Through a nationwide survey of private RTOs and a series of consultations with providers and
industry stakeholders in Victoria, South Australia and Queensland, the research set out to reveal
the nature of training provided by private RTOs to those young people seeking to complete their
initial qualification and the ways by which they respond to the needs of their young learners. On
the basis of the findings we considered the changes that may be needed in order to improve the
training outcomes for this growing cohort of learners.
Vale Jeff Cheverton
It was with great sadness and heavy hearts that we found out in
March 2017 that previous YANQ president Jeff Cheverton had
passed away suddenly. Jeff was an incredible man, dedicated to
always helping others and doing whatever he could to make the
world a better place. As well as his role as the president of YANQ,
leading the organisation’s activities for a number of years, Jeff
worked closely with YANQ in his other roles including partnerships
between YANQ and Queensland Alliance for Mental Health and a
research project by YANQ funded by Brisbane Metro North
Medicare Local. We miss Jeff greatly.
Youth Sector Survey 2017
As we continue to negotiate the reinstatement of YANQ’s core funding to fully operate as the peak
body for the youth sector in Queensland, we decided to utilise a survey to hear from youth sector
members as to what should be YANQ’s main roles. How can we best support the youth sector and
young people? What is the best structure for undertaking this work? What does the sector think
YANQ’s priority work areas should be? The results of this survey will be released later in the year and
the information will help shape the future of the youth sector peak in Queensland.
Queensland Young Achievers
YANQ was once again invited to be an Executive Judge for the Queensland Young Achievers
Award. The awards have highlighted positive contribution young people are making to our
community and have included a number of young people from low socioeconomic backgrounds
rising to the challenges they faced and becoming a role model for other struggling young people.
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Media Coverage
The list of YANQ’s media coverage in the past 12 months is too long but here are some of the
highlights:
Response to 4 Corners Don Dale:
• ABC TV The Drum
• ABC Radio Townsville
• ABC Morning Show
• ABC Drive home
• Chanel 10 TV News
• Brisbane Times
• Courier Mail
• Sunday Mail
• ABC Radio News
• ABC Nation Broadcast
• ABC Radio National
• Radio 4RR South West Qld
• ABC Print news
Cleveland Youth Detention Centre issues:
• ABC 7.30 report
• ABC Radio World Today
• ABC Radio National
• ABC Online news
• Sunday Mail
• ABC TV The Wire
• 4EB Radio
Corporal punishment:
• Radio 6PR Perth
• ABC Radio
Youth Detention Centre
review:
• ABC Radio World Today
• ABC Radio news
• ABC Radio Drive Home
• Guardian Australia
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Other key activities:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attended cabinet’s end of the year function;
Attended the launch of Youth Week;
Attended the Queensland Youth Housing Coalition forum ‘Platform 1225’, an insightful
discussion between key stakeholders in youth housing and homelessness featuring the
voices of young people;
Held YANQ’s 2016 AGM;
Met with the convener of Inner Urban Youth Interagency and organized for YANQ to do a
presentation to the network later in the year;
Attended a consultation in regards to a research project looking at young people on
Remand headed by Dr Jason Payne from Australian National University;
Attended budget lockdown and released budget analyses;
Continued planning the launch of YANQ’s research report, Engaging Students in Engaging
Schools: Lessons from Queensland’s Alternative Education Sector;
Gave a presentation at the Gold Coast Youth Network about YANQ’s activities and broader
youth sector issues;
Endorsed a letter to the Premier and Attorney General about the need to have a Human
Rights Act for Queensland;
Met with two young people representing the Recognise Campaign and outlined to them
YANQ’s reasons for not supporting the campaign;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Participated on a panel discussion on young people and media organised by NAPCAN;
Participated on a panel discussion on Homelessness organised by the Salvation Army;
Met with a number of Griffith University Law and Journalism students;
Attended a Youth Justice Forum by Griffith University and Restorative practices;
Met with Ben Revi, Senior Advisor at Queensland Family & Child Commission briefing him
on YANQ’s current work and exploring potential collaboration on specific issues;
Met with representatives from Pracademics, a new NGO set up to bridge the gap between
research and practice for those working with children and young people, with a focus on
evidence based service delivery. We provided them with an overview of youth sector
needs;
Met with Craig Cranston from Inala Youth Service discussing various youth sector issues
and specific issues in relation to the Inala area;
YANQ provided support to Lex Watton from Palm Island who had lodged a submission with
Crime and Corruption Commission (CCC) and gave a presentation at a hearing held by the
commission. Lex also held a meeting with a visiting UN Rapporteur;
YANQ endorsed a submission by Global Initiative to End All Corporal Punishment of
Children to the UN Special Rapporteur on violence against women in preparation for her
country visit to Australia;
YANQ met with Chris Dodds who heads the international campaign to end corporal
punishment. This is the international group funded by the Swedish government to try and
convince other countries across the world to join them in banning corporal punishment;
Met with UN Rapporteur re violence against women.

With Uncle Bob Anderson at the Cabinet Christmas Function
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YANQ’s communication
YANQ’s membership has increased to over 500. A quarter of these are organisations and the rest
are individual youth workers and young people. The majority of our members are from outside of
South-East Queensland.
YANQ continued to have a significant presence in print and digital media. YANQ is highly respected
by various media outlets and is the number one organisation for media to approach on most youth
issues.
YANQ’s Facebook page Likes have increased from 846 to 920 this year. Some of our posts reach
over 20,000 people in a very short period of time. YANQ also manages two other FB sites for
specific campaigns. One is called 'Celebrate Don't Medicate' and the other is 'Keep Qld's kids out of
adult prisons' a campaign.
YANQ’s web page continues to be classed as Tier One which is the category for sites with the
highest traffic and is equivalent to the websites of large national organisations. Our website has
high traffic of between 30,000 - 40,000 unique visitors per year (approximately 278,000 page
views).
YANQ also continues to send out periodic email bulletins to over 800 recipients.
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Treasurer's Report 2016
It is with great pleasure that I present our Accountant’s Report for the year ending 30th June
2017.
Our financial records show that the association has book keeping processes in place to adequately
record the association’s income and expenditure and dealings with its assets and liabilities.
During the year we signed a contract with the Department of Communities which means there is
minimum income for the organisation in 2017-2018. This funding is just interim and nowhere
enough for YANQ to resume all its peak body activities. We hope that in the 2017-2018 the
Queensland Government will reinstate YANQ’s core funding. Operating for the past several years
has had a detrimental effect on YANQ’s work and more broadly on the work of the youth sector.
However, despite the funding situation YANQ continues to be a strong voice for the rights of
young people in Queensland and has led many important campaigns which are outlined earlier in
this Annual Report.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank all YANQ members and subscribers for their financial
contribution to YANQ. Our current membership stands at over 500. I would also like to thank
everyone who has contributed to the work of YANQ. Your support has helped maintain an
independent voice for the youth sector in Queensland.
If you would like further any information, please contact our office.
Elijah Buol
Treasurer
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